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Diary
Club events over the next month or so
Winter Autotest
January 24th
At
Maryport
Entry forms will be emailed out.

HANS Devices and Safety Equipment Night
By Klick Automotive
20.00 January 27th
At the Stoneybeck Inn (J41 of the M6)
Sandwiches and chips for all!
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Talking Point
Topical comment from the world of motoring
I have for years started the January Start Line with an upbeat look at what the Club has planned for the
forthcoming year. Sadly this December had quite literally put a damper on things with constant heavy
rain and floods. For those not in Cumbria, you may not realise the effect this has had. I would suspect
that just about everyone in the county has been effected on some way. It’s been rather different to the
past floods in that the past month has seen just about all the county hurt, rather than just specific areas
and towns as in the past.
There are thousands unable to live in their homes, businesses have been effected, while the busy tourist
season over Christmas has been badly hit. Simple journeys have been made into epic adventures to get
from one part of the county to the other, particularly with the A591 down the middle of the county being closed.
The Club has been able to offer help to members who need cars moved or stored etc and a large number of members have offered their services. The committee has donated £1,000 to the Cumbria Community Foundation for flood recovery.
The after effects of these floods will be felt for some time and Heaven know the long term effects on
people who have suffered two or three times in recent years.
In the longer term major questions will be asked about the actions (or lack of action) of the Environment Agency and Cumbria Highways, who whilst they could not have altered the weather they could
certainly have done more to prevent damage and disruption. One has to ask why Cumbria Highways
suddenly decided six days after the first flood to close just about every bridge in the county until they
had been checked. No doubt a case of Health and Safety gone mad?
There are various videos of how quickly roads were repaired in Japan after the last earthquake motorways back to normal in a week etc. Cumbria Highways reckon it could take four months to get
the A591 repaired. Perhaps we need some Japanese engineers to come over and sort it out?
I had cancel MG Cumbria’s Christmas Cracker Run on December 6th at short notice due to the floods
after having checked the route on the Friday following the floods on the Thursday. The run will now
take place on Feb 7th and as a few folk can’t make that date there are about six places available if anyone wishes to take part. If anyone from the original entry list has not confirmed they are attending on
7th, could they please do so.
GTF

Editor: Graeme Forrester, Clints Cottage, Blindcrake, Cockermouth,
Cumbria, CA13 0QP. 01900 825642
Email: gtfmg@yahoo.co.uk
The opinions expressed in this issue of Start Line are those of the contributors and not necessarily those of the Club
The contents of Start Line are protected by copyright 2016
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Club News
We finished 2015 on a high with record membership and full entries on virtually all our events.
We hope this will continue in 2016 at a time when so many clubs are in decline. We are incredibly fortunate in have a very strong committee with a huge range of experience is most types of
motorsport and classic matters but alos they bring a wide range if expertise from outside motorsport which really helps the way the Club is run.
Our committee members compete and marshals on a wide variety of events and are always
happy to speak to members plus they can be contacted vie email and phone. If you wish to discuss something or know more about an event or anything the Club dies then do get in touch.
We are delighted to announce that Paul Wignall will be our guest speaker at the Awards Night.
Paul is probably the most successful historic rally driver in long distance events in the UK and
has a great selection of cars. I am sure he will have some good tales to tell.
With over 900 members at the end of 2015 and our Face Book page regularly getting over 700
view for posts, we work hard on our publicity. We are now looking for event sponsors for our
major events, particularly the Classic & Motorsport Show which is the biggest motoring and
motorsport event in the region. If anyone has any suggestions please let us know. We are also
able to offer advertising in these pages at a very reasonable rate.
Talking of the Classic & Motorsport Show, planning is already started! We are looking for
ideas such as what featured marques to have - if you have a pet make or model can you get the
respective clubs to come along?
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Classic Column
News from the Classic Scene
Back on 1989 we held the Solway Historic Rally for the first time as well as the Cumbria Classic
Weekend, which at that time included the Classic Caper and Canter on the Saturday and the Classic
Show on the Sunday. Of course at that time historic rallies were only open to be 68 cars and yet we
got a big entry for the Solway which the Caper allowed later cars but ran with 90 cars.
Of course there days we do not see nearly so many older cars on events, the MSA has gradually included more categories allowing more modern cars and we now allow cars up to the early 80s. Thus
the core age group of cars taking part is gradually getting more modern.
There may well be a number of reasons for this; the value of cars from the 50s and 60s has shot up
while at the same time the older cars do not have a realistic chance of outright victory against the 70s
and 80s cars.
As the cars have become more valuable owners are less willing to use them competitively and as their
value has increased we have a different type of owner buying these cars. These are often “new
money” rich who may be buying for investment or to “buy” an entry into one of top events like the
Le Mans Classic, Goodwood, Mille Miglia etc. There are actually now businesses which own cars
that took part in the original Mille Miglia and this have an automatic entry, who hire out these cars at
eye watering fees and there are no shortage of takers!
Much the same has happened to clubs like the Vintage SCC, Bentley DC and Aston Martin OC who
have seen entries for their race meetings decline over the past 15 years or so. Many members of those
clubs are second and third generation owners of cars which had little venue when their parents or
grand parents bought them but can now be the value of a decent house or more. The current custodian
may not be as enthusiastic as his fore bearers and decide the cash in the car to realise its current value.
The new owner may well have it in a private collection, stored as an appreciating asset or to gain entry to a prestigious event.
I’ve watched the same thing happen within the MGCC race
scene. Until relatively recently MGCC race meetings would
have a race for pre-war MGs of various types including the
iconic K3 supercharged cars. They now struggle to get a grid
for one race a year. This despite the fact that a good number of
K3 replicas have been built from K1 and K2 saloons.
There was also a well supported series for T type MGs, those
built before 1955, some quite heavily modified but now it’s
lucky if more than six appear in a race. Most of the racers
have been put back into road trim as their value has gone from
hundreds of pounds to over £20k.
The same has happened to the MGA, there used to be lots of
racers but again many have been put back to road cars and
fully restored while the “works” cars only come up for the big
events.
This may well be creeping into the MG B era as well. FIA
race cars are pre 66, Mk 1 cars and it is now virtually impossible to find Mk 1 cars to convert to racers as they have all
been restored to a high standard and this high value.
GTF
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PG Tips
Well, that’s another year over and I hope everyone is having the best festive period they can. I expect a lot of people in our club’s heartland will have been adversely by the recent flooding which
now seems to wreak havoc in Cumbria every few years. Hopefully by the time this comes out the
recovery will be well under way and spring will be on the horizon.
December has been a horribly dark and wet month so far but despite all this I’ve spent many hours
in the garage achieving not very much! Parts for Snotty’s new engine are now allegedly on route
from the Czech Republic after a mere 4 months of waiting. The problem, apparently *cough*, is
that no one in the whole of the Czech Republic is able to supply a 296 degree race cam including
the engineering firm I am dealing with who have them on their website advertised as ‘in stock’! I
gave up in the end, got a cam re-profiled by Kent in the UK and asked CZ man to send me the rest
of the stuff. Fingers crossed by the time I write my next PG Tips all the parts will be secured to an
engine block…don’t hold your breath though.
One of the longest running debates in the cheaper end of the classic car magazine market is the old
‘when does a car become a classic?’. This usually starts when one of the contributors buys a 2001
Rover/Ford/Citroen etc and says how retro and interesting it is. The following month readers then
write in saying that either – ‘it’s not a classic, it’s too new’ or – ‘I also own one of those and am
subjected to snobbery by people with accepted classics’. I often think about this when browsing the
various Skoda websites because there are a variety of people on there who undoubtedly consider the
1990s Skoda Felicia to be a classic, or certainly borderline. For me they just look like cheap older
cars with a hint of VW modern build about them. Then you go to the car before, the Favorit – starting its life in the 1980s and designed by Bertone - classic? There are still a few around, and it was a
contemporary of the Peugeot 205 (well for most of its life anyway) which most people would recognise as a classic. I think rarity has as much to do with classic status as outright age. The Lotus Elise
mk1 only dates back to the 1990s and yet values are rising and it is widely recognised as a classic.
For me the rule of thumb would be – if you parked it in the spectator carpark at a classic car show
would people look twice at it and think it should be in the show? I’m sure the threshold is different
for everyone and I’ve met people who don’t even consider various 1970s cars to be classics. What I
do think is that exterior car design seems to have slowed down in the last 25 years in terms of looks.
Whilst it’s generally quite easy to spot 1970s (and earlier) cars because they weren’t designed with
wind tunnels, and have things like chrome bumpers that disappeared as soon as anyone looked at
pedestrian safety. Most cars since the 1990s have part or fully colour coded bumpers, some aerodynamic input in their design and black plastic mouldings. Look at something like an Audi A2 that
was a little bit ahead of its time when it came out over a decade ago and it could easily still be a current model with no obvious design cues from 15 years ago to give it away. The same can’t be said
of a lot of cars from back then which have dated but not enough to make them look ‘classic’ in a
way that the majority of people would recognise, whereas something like the MGB looked ancient
once it reached 15 years out of production, possibly because it was in production for so long but
maybe also because things moved on fairly rapidly in terms of car design from the end of the 1970s
to the mid 1990s. Ultimately there is no answer to this question and I’m sure writers of classic car
magazines are thankful of it, because it helps fill letter pages and allows them to run features on ‘is
it or isn’t it a classic’ on a regular basis. What I do know is that my 15 year old Felicia is no classic
and it never will be, it’s pretty good in a flood though! When the weather was really bad I used it in
preference to my Citigo and made it through a very substantial flood about a mile from my house
with no trouble. I figured that the worst that could happen would be the engine would die and I
would have to walk the rest of the way home. As it was, I think the old Felicia might be unstoppable
because the flooding was so bad that the front bulkhead filled with water which resulted in the interior blower fan blowing a shower of water into the car! The engine never missed a beat though. I
have now officially entered the festive autotest to see if I can kill the car there or whether it will go
on to live another day and tackle the Northern Trial in February…..all on Road Hog tyres.
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year.
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Visit to M-Sport – November 2015
One word – IMMACULATE. And, being

a woman (the only woman on this occasion), I consider myself to be in a good
position to judge. It was considerably
cleaner and tidier than Maison Sloan
even after the husband has been relieved of every article of clothing and
hosed down outside in the yard after a
stint under the Midget. Do MEN actually work here? Surely not.
So let’s start at the front door to Dovenby Hall – I had expected to be ushered in by the tradesman’s entrance (no, that is not a euphemism) but Mr Wilson had obviously
heard I was visiting and had pulled out all the stops. The men all doffed their caps and I curtsied in
front of Malcolm’s portrait and then we turned to be blinded by the light flashing off the biggest array of awards I have ever seen. Bit better quality than the plastic golfers on our mantelpiece but
maybe not quite in the same league as my WMC “Newcomer of the Year” award. Just wanted to
point that out. I frantically searched for dust but was sadly disappointed. I nudged one of the dining chairs around the gleaming boardroom table just enough so it was millimetres out of alignment
– wonder if anyone would notice?
Roger Fisher appeared and our tour began in earnest with a breakdown (not literally) of the three
types of rally cars which M-Sport produce – Fiesta R2, R5 and WRC and the prices we would be
expected to pay - £50K, £200K and £400K respectively, should we ever be in a fortunate enough
position to buy one. We visited the museum with hundreds of baseball caps nailed to the ceiling
and 5 rally cars of various ages ranging from Ford Escort Mk 11, Ford Focus, Ford Fiesta and a Tcar circuit racing car which looked as if it had been stood on fairly and squarely and reduced to half
its normal height. Couldn’t get my foot between the floor and the sill – how did that work? I noticed Malcolm had scuffed the alloys on the Fiesta as
well – yeah, we’ve all done it.
We visited the separate areas allocated to engine build
and transmission assembly and noted the white vices
and white paintwork and total tidiness. The emphasis
on quality and good workshop practice was evident
everywhere – I hoped the husband was taking note
but he was talking about Limited Slip Diffs and was
therefore oblivious. On to the machining laboratory
where large billets of aluminium were formed into
works of art by computer aided machines - not cast
like you might expect. Some suspension parts took
thirty hours to produce and the results were incredible
– one of the M-Sport technicians has apparently won
third place in the country for his outstanding skills.
Well earned, if you ask me.
Roger described designs for fuel tanks and how, for
better weight distribution purposes, they were positioned towards the rear of the car and sometimes required to encase the prop shaft. There was a swift
intake of breath at this as we all imagined the potential hazards this represented but worse was to come.
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Racing Lines
Formula 1 has not had a great year with the continuing predictability of the results which must
be a turn off for all but the most dedicated viewer. We have a World Champion who may be
brilliant behind the wheel but is not popular amongst the motorsport fraternity and the devious
politics of F1 seem to be heading in the same way as that of football.
There must be something fundamentally wrong where we have the situation where the car with
the most powerful engine will always win - irrespective of the handling or driver skills of the
opposition. Thus Mercedes will not provide Red Bull with engines as they fear that that engine
in an Adrian Newey designed chassis would beat their cars.
Similarly the amount of input a drivers has in the over all performance is declining, The lack lustre McLaren Honda has two world
champions on aboard and if they swapped cars with the Mercedes
drivers the results would be exactly the same - Mercedes winning
and McLaren near the back. Surely something wrong there?
Then we have in increasing use of very young drivers. We could
well see Max Verstappen as the youngest ever World Champion in
a couple fo years time if he gets the right car. This year we was driving his Torro Rosso brilliantly before he could legally drive on the
road. Watching his performance in interviews where he had been
obviously coached in the art of PR speak and looking more like 30
than 17, makes you wonder about the long term psychological effects of having done nothing other than since he was 5. Has he had
any real life experiences that others kids of his age will have had?
I’ve just read Mark Webber’s autobiography it re-enforces my
view that he is a sensible mature guy not afraid to say how it is. The
fact that he only started karting when he was 15 may well have
helped here as he seems to live a pretty normal life and shuns the
celebrity life style that Lewis Hamilton seems to adore.
I was talking to a casual F1 fan recently who watches the odd race
on TV and he asked why Pirelli tyres did not last long, to the extend that cars need three sets to last around 200 miles and that it
would put him off buying Pirellis for his road car. Actually does
anyone know what happens to the cast off tyres? A rough calculation shows that from practice to the race end the GP circus can use
around 700 tyres per weekend. I thought these days the buzz word
was sustainability?
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Welcome to the following new members:
We have pleasure in welcoming the following new members to the Club and we hope
that you all enjoy our events and social activities.
6364
Douglas Taylor
6275/76 Philip & Susan Charlson
6247/48 Richard & Teena Noble

Carlisle
Appleby
Penrith

6277m Richard Owen

Appleby

For most of you this will be your first magazine and we hope that you enjoy it and that
you will take part in many of our activities.

Training Events in 2016
Over the past few years we have had training days on various aspects of motorsport with the
emphasis on no only taking part but also marshalling and organising events and this has certainly paid off.
Two years ago we had an autotest training day and this year we did historic and targa rallying.
This March we will have a novice and under 17s Autotest day.
What aspects of motorsport would members like us to run a training event for this year? Please
email us or let any committee member know.

Organisers in 2016
Our training programmes have greatly encouraged more people to get involved in running
events to the extent that most of our autotests and runs have organising teams. However there
are still a few gaps on the events list if you would like to help.
We are planning two smaller single venue rallies this year and some experienced organisers are
happy to oversee them if we can have some new recruits willing to learn the ropes. If you would
like to help them please contact any committee member

Regional Associations
Wigton Motor Club is a member of three MSA regional associations, the Scottish, North West
and North east and Cumbria. This means that our members can compete at other clubs’ events in
those regions and also in events to which those regional association of clubs are invited to. This
means that WMC members are welcomed at virtually all stage, road and historic rallies, hill
climbs and sprints and other major events right down into the Midlands and right to the north of
Scotland.
We also get individual invitations to major event such as the Harwood Classic Hill Climb in
June.
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Even louder gasps were heard when he told us that a gallon of fuel for the cars costs almost £25! And
each car does 2.5 to 3.5 miles to the litre…….! Financial considerations were obviously of greater concern to our chaps than the likelihood of anyone escaping alive from a fireball.
Then we moved on to the workshop proper where lines of vehicles in various stages of completion/
dismantling were lined up like beds in a hospital ward. We peered down onto it from what looked like the
bridge of a cruise liner – or a futuristic nurses station. Even the glass topped table was supported by
stacks of vented brake discs. Roger pointed out the various vehicles (what were those elderly Volvos doing there?) amongst them the racing Bentleys which weigh 2.4 tonnes when they arrive on site only to
have M-Sport remove so many excess components and so much surplus weight that they eventually weigh
in at 1.2 tonnes. Carbon fibre was the buzz word.
Something interesting under a non-descript cover caught my eye – Roger couldn’t say what it was – if he
had, he would have had to kill me and then himself. Seems fair, I thought - if a bit harsh. Still, you can’t
be too careful - so I abandoned plans for a sneak preview when Roger wasn’t looking. Found out later it
was the shopping car for when Malcolm goes down to Greggs for the lads bait. (Bait = Geordie for
“lunch”)
We arrived back in the boardroom via Ian Tullie’s office which had at least as many awards as Malcolm’s
scattered around on every available surface. And then I realised someone had replaced my chair in its
original position – not a hair (or chair) out of place. A very interesting and absorbing evening which we
all hugely enjoyed judging by the big smiles and revving of engines in the car park.
Thanks to Roger and all the good people at M-Sport for allowing us a “behind the scenes” look at what
goes on in our local garage……..
Cheers!
Marian Sloan (aka Maz)

Club News
The committee wish to “tidy up” entry procedures for the clubby events this year (that’s mainly autotests
and pub runs). There have been issues in the past and often organisers are left unsure as to how many entries they actually have.
All autotests will have printed regulations and entry forms. These will be emailed out and will be on the
website. Only entries placed using the entry form will be accepted. These can be emailed to the organiser
and entries will be accepted on a first come basis to the maximum number (usually 25). Entries by other
methods (phone, Face Book, third party chat etc) will not be accepted.
Entries for pub runs should be made by a simple email. Organisers need exact number so food can be
ordered. If you are unable to attend please let the organiser know as soon as possible.
The WMC website is having a make over. The Face Book page is now the main link for members but the
website will be a recourse of information and event regulations.
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Elderly Utterances
The Voice of Experience!
Ron Palmer has his say
As expected the Gallop 2016 entry was full before Christmas and the route has now been sent to the
MSA Route Liaison Officers for their consideration. The route of our ninth three day tour will be located
in new territory and for those entrants from South Cumbria, Lancashire and Yorkshire it has a more convenient start and finish in the south of Cumbria close to the M6. Having competed in rallies in the Derbyshire Peak District over the years I have experienced some of its fabulous roads, views and interesting
features which I vowed to revisit. Recently there have been some repeats of Julia Bradbury’s Railway
Walks on BBC4 one of which was in the Peak District and BBC Country File also recently visited the
same area both of which only confirmed our decision to go there. A reserve list does exist for any late
comers still interested in joining us and we will do what we can to accommodate those who get in touch.
As winter continues to bite here at home it’s nice
to get regular e-mails and photos from down under where younger son Justyn has lived in Melbourne for the past 20 years. It generally has a
pleasant climate although in the summer it can get
to 40C, as it did this week, when it gets uncomfortable and the bush fires break out. As you
might expect this chip off the old block has the
petrol head gene firmly implanted in him although
his restoration and preparation skills have been
acquired in recent years. Among his current collection of cars are a Mitsubishi EVO, Escort Mk 1
RS2000 and a Nissan GTiR 4WD turbo which are
all on the button and ready to go. After a few
years lay off he is planning some classic rallies in 2016 in the Escort and as he is now 46 some of his
early panel bending enthusiasm should be tempered with restraint.
At the top of my rallying hero list is Timo
Makinen, one time driver for BMC who was
equally useful in Mini or Big Healey or even a
D Type Jaguar which he used for ice racing in
Scandinavia. In the ‘60s I watched him drive a
Healey on knobblies in the wet round Oulton
Park and through Scottish Kershope on the
RAC in the snow when trees grew to within a
few yards of the track. He was always on full
attack and exciting to watch and his works
Healeys usually had damage to all four corners on a forest rally. He was signed up by
Stuart Turner when he was Competitions Manager at Abingdon and Stuart always had an eye for talent.
There was a posting on Facebook this week of a photo of Timo and Paul Easter on the 1966 RAC Rally
in a 1293’S’ and seeing this
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I dug out from the archives and posted one of Robin Murray and me from that event in Tulliallan Forest. This prompted a further photo from John Vipond of him and Bob Eaves from Garstang also from that event. At the time JV was 20 and I was 22 - what great opportunities when
so young. It is just coincidence but the Historic Endurance Rally Association has just secured a
sponsorship deal with the RAC starting in 2016 for the Rally of the Tests. This will be 50 years
on from the first time I competed in the RAC although this event will not be a Forest event as it
was back then.
Here in Cumbria very few of us have been untouched in some way by the floods, rocks, gales
and rubble of the aftermath of storm Desmond. There are the homes and businesses needing
much restoration causing families and friends to be displaced for many months. The destruction
of our roads and bridges and the postponement of events will affect many of us. Our thoughts
and best wishes have gone out to all of those affected and our club has made a donation to the
Cumbria Community Foundation and while the focus of the national media will move on and
forget Cumbria the aftermath will remain with us for many months.
We can only hope that eventually it will become for everyone a Happy New Year.
Ron.

Club Championships 2016
Overall Club Championship: All WMC competitive events to count with not more than 5
from one discipline. Scoring: 25, 24, 23, etc on overall positions on all WMC run events starting with the Festive Autotest. Event organisers/marshals can get an additional 10 points per
event.
Autotest Championship: The scores to count to be two less than the number of events held.
Event organisers/marshals can get an additional 10 points per event.
Ladies’ Championship: To the highest placed lady in the Club Championship.
External Championship: To a Club member(s) who have competed successfully outside the
Club events. (Decided by the committee)
Enthusiast of the Year: To a member who has shown considerable enthusiasm as a competitor, organiser or marshal or a combination of those. .(Decided by the committee)
Newcomer of the Year: To the member in their first year of motorsport who has impressed
the committee with their efforts. .(Decided by the committee)
Stage Rally Champions: To the member(s) who has achieved excellent performances on stage
rallies.
.(Decided by the committee)
Marshals’ Championship: Scoring 10 for a full day and 5 for half a day on all WMC events
and events where WMC are asked to provide a marshals team.
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Annual Awards Dinner
January 30th
At the
Skiddaw Hotel, Keswick
7.00 for 7.30
Guest Speaker
Presentation of the awards for the Club championships,
Gates Tyres Rally Awards
Brockbanks Solicitors Cross Border Speed Championship
Tickets £30 from David Agnew
01946 841455

DAVIDWAGNEW@aol.com

Social Events
We are putting on monthly social events during the winter and we hope that members will
support them. Such events are vital in that they bring people of a similar interest together and
get folk more involved.
January, we have an evening with Klick Automotive about HANS devises and the like but alos
free sandwiches and chips and good craic! Then we also have the awards dinner.
February: We have a film show and quiz at Gilcrux Village Hall, two cracking films and a bar.
March is to be decided
April 11th - A film show at the Kirkgate Centre in Cockermouth with the new Steve McQueen
film, The Man, Le Mans.
There after we have our usual summer pub runs on the first Wednesday of each month.
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Gates Tyres Northern Historic Rally Awards
We are currently working on this year’s list of events. We are awaiting confirmation of certain events
actually taking place this year. Series regulations and entry forms will be emailed out as soon as we
know. Hopefully there will be two new local events purely for WMC members.
At the NESCRO Annual meeting it was agreed that hydraulic handbrakes would not be allowed on
our events. This brings up into line with other bodies like the HRCR. Targa events are aimed at
younger drivers with younger cars and on our events are for post 1989 cars only.
For you own events we would like more people to assist on them. The Solway needs a chief marshal
and we have two small single venue events planned which will be an ideal place to train new organisers and marshals. Stephen Palmer is doing one and Graeme Forrester the second subject to offers of
help. If you would like to help please contact any committee member.
On the Gates series this year organisers/marshals who run events will be 10 points per event over and
above the normal number of scoring rounds. This is because we felt that regular competitors who do
run events should be rewarded for doing so.

Provisional List of events 2016
1. February
2. March
3. March
4. May
5. June
6. August
7. Sept
8. October
9. October
10. TBC

28th
5th
TBC
2/3rd
29th
16th
20th
8th
16th
TBC

Saltire Classic
White Heather Historic
Little Devil's Tests
Berwick Classic
Lake District Classic
Blue Streak Classic
Doonhamer Classic
Devils Own
Solway Autumn Classic
West Cumbria Classic

SRC
WMC
KLMC ?
BDMC
WMC
SMC
SoSCC
KLMC ?
WMC
WMC

We await clarification on the two KJLMC events as to whether they will actually run and at what
status.
Championship regulations will be email out in due course.
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EVENTS 2016
Month

Date

January

Event

Name

Organiser

Club Night
24th

AT/PCA

Winter

Nigel Moffat

30th

Awards

Awards Dinner

David Agnew

February

10th

Club Night

March

5th

Historic Rally

April

13th

AT/PCA

11th

Film Night

17th

Films & Quiz
White Heather

Steve Palmer

Novice/Junior
Steve McQueen Film

Graeme F

AT/PCA

Seagull

David Wiggins

25th

Meeting

Drive It Day

Graeme F

4th

Pub Run

6 to 8th

Tour

18th

AT/PCA

1st

Pub Run

15th

AT/PCA

6th

Pub Run

10th

Rally

27th

AT/PCA

3rd

Pub Run

20th

Tour

Rose & Thistle Tour

Ron Palmer

21st

Show

Classic Show

Committee

September

7th

Pub Run

October

15h

Tour

Cumbrian Canter

Neal & Eileen

16th

Rally

Solway Historic & Targa

Steve Palmer

November

6th

AT/PCA

Autumn

Rob Iveson

December

27th

AT/PCA

Festive

Steve Palmer

May

June

July

August

John Holliday
Gallop

Ron Palmer
David Agnew

Chris Hunter

Lake District Classic & Targa

David Agnew
Willie/Angela

Partners with Wigton Motor Club – please call
0844 824 1135 and don’t forget to mention your
club when you do!
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Brockbanks Solicitors Cross Border Speed Championship
As some members may already know the club will no longer be running the speed championship
following a committee decision a little while back. It is particularly sad for me because I joined
Wigton motor club mostly because of the speed championship and back in 2009 I won the championship and set my only ever fastest time of the day at Scammonden Dam. The club ran the championship for very many years as firstly The Northern Speed Championship and later as the Cross Border Speed Championship (XBC) all under the steer of Graeme (Forrester) who finally decided to retire from running it at the end of last year. A new team then came forward and ran it this
year, culminating in a successful event at Kames in October. Whilst on the surface the championship went well, issues relating to communication, finances and consultation caused problems for the
club committee. A considerable amount of time was expended trying to find ways round what occurred but ultimately the committee feel unable to resolve them and voted unanimously not to continue supporting the championship. The club has however gifted the XBC name to the organisers
and wishes them well as they move under the control of EACC (the owners of Kames). Wigton MC
members will be most welcome to continue competing in the XBC and I am sure some members
will do so. The Wigton committee are currently considering ways to promote and support speed
events in the future. If anyone has any suggestions please feel free to contact me.
Peter Garforth

Speed News
As many of you will know there have been a good number rule changes for speed events for 2016
including HANS devices for all but road and historic cars. Also changes in the tyre lists for road
cars which is not good news for some.
We are having a night to find out more about HANS at Stoneybeck which we hope will be well supported.
Graeme Forrester has been appointed to the MSA Hill Climb & Sprint Committee and he will be
pleased to hear your views on these and any other matters.
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Champions All!
The following members will receive their awards at the awards night on January 30th

Club Champions
Club Champion
Ladies Champion
Autotest Champion
External Champions
Enthusiast of the Year
Newcomer of the Year
Stage Rally Champions
Marshals Champion

Chris Hunter
Angela Jones
Stephen Dixon
Charles Graves
TBA
James Wiggins
Rob Iveson

Gates Tyres Historic Rally Awards
1st Driver
2nd Driver
3rd Driver
1st Navigator
2nd Navigator
3rd Navigator

1st H1
1st H2
2nd H2
1st P1
2nd P1
1st P2
1st C1
1st C2
1st T1
2nd T1

John Bertram
Colin Rose
John Sloan
Bob Shearer
Marion Sloan
Andrew Fish
Drivers
Mike Dent
David Agnew
Charles Graves
Brian Hodgson
Tot Dixon
David Marsden
Brian Bradley
Ray Jude
Andrew Graham
Chris Hunter

Navigator
Mark Gilmour
Alan Jackson
Ron Palmer

Mike Garstang
Ben Jude
Mike Holmes
Sally Winters

WMC Brockbanks Solicitors Cross Border Speed Championship
1st Overall

Mark Purdham

2nd Overall

Darren Coleman

Best Newcomer David McGeachie
Best Lady

Angela Jones

1st R2
2nd R2
3rd R2

Ronnie MacGregor
Chris Harris
Ross Glen
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1st R3

David McGeachie

2nd R3

Mike Tutin

1st RS2
2nd RS2

Graham Denholm
Les Golding

1st C1
1st C2

Angus Buchan
Martin Breen

1st M2
1st M3
1st M4
2nd M4
3rd M4

Angela Jones
Chris Sparks
Chris Gibson
Pamela Mooney
Vicky Park

1st M5
2nd M5

Darren Coleman
Melvyn Hartley

1st SO
1st S1

Graham Clark
Les Mutch

Loyalty:

Dave Exton,
Stuart Ullathorne,

Kevin Hamilton, Mike Thornton, Leslie Ann Scoular
Phil Hallington, Willie Jarman,

Paul Bowness

Gareth Coleman Douglas Anderson

MG Cumbria

Not the Christmas Cracker Run
February 7th
Rheged to Keswick via a devious route!
Open to all MGs and other fine cars!
Note the new date! Some extra places not available
Entry form on the website or by ringing Graeme on 01900 828642
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Autojumble
Buy, Sell, Exchange, Give!
Free to members
Free 158 MG Owners Club magazines
Free 200 plus TVR Club mags
Ring John Corless on 01768 862243
Silkolene 20/50 oil for classics. 5 litres for £15.00. Red rotor arms for most British cars of the 60s
and 70s plus condensers.
Lots of new and second MG B bits.
Race & Rally numbers 50p each
Ring Graeme Forrester on 01900 825642.
1999 PORSCHE 911 Fabulous example of a Porsche 996 Carrera 4 in excellent condition.
Full service history. Basalt Black paintwork with black leather interior and the highly desirable 6
speed manual gearbox.
£11,250 ono
Brian Graham 07833 926 599

November Autotest
On Sunday 8th of November 17 competitor gathered for a underwater autotest at Maryport, the final event of the season. After signing on and a brew eventually everyone managed to find the enthusiasm to brave the weather and attack the tests planned. Test 1/3 was a nice simple set up compromising of several slaloms and a small reverse. Test 2/4 was all forward again simple with a water splash or 2! It really was a good job the tests where simple, the weather was making it difficult
to see/drive so everyone was happy their were no MENSA puzzles! we then joined the 2 test together and retired to dry out and have lunch.
After dinner the tests had been suitably altered and we ran the same 2 tests run twice and a joined
one to finish. at this point the weather was getting worse and it was decided to use better judgment
and find retreat in the industrial unit for more tea and cake.
After refreshments Graeme produced the test which once again showed Willie Jarman 1st, well
done, Chris Hunter just behind in 2nd with 1st Rear drive, John Sloan pedaled the Midget home to
3rd, with Angela Jones 4th and 1st lady, new member Mark Chapplehow despite going backwards
in a hedge (in my car!) was 5th and 1st Special. 1st junior was Liam Blenkarn which was impressive on his first event and I think he impressed a few people with his car control skills considering
he cant even legally drive yet!
All in all a good day was had by all that attended even the weather was against us! So now we look
forward to the Christmas autotest where i can back to the other side of the clock and behind the
wheel, so until then
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A Lost Cause?
The Squire Car Manufacturing
Company was a British auto manufacturer of the 1930s, based in Henley
on Thames Oxfordshire. It was
founded as Squire Motors Ltd by 21year-old Adrian Squire (1910–1940),
formerly of Bentley & MG Renamed
as the Squire Car Manufacturing
Company it produced the Squire car,
which epitomised the Grand Prix car
turned into road car.
After Frazer Nash temporarily cast
aside British Anzani, Squire seized
the opportunity to use Anzani's R1
100 bhp (75 kW) 1,496 cc twin-cam engine. They were purchased from Anzani with a Squire
emblem cast into them. Blown versions were available.
Very few were made, but it held a reputation for exceptional top speed and braking. Squire designed and built a fine rigid chassis offered in two lengths for two or four seat versions with attractive bodywork by Vanden Plas
The car was too expensive even with cheaper bodywork from Marhams, and financial difficulties ended production in 1936. A Vanden Plas two seater cost £1,220 which was Bugatti money
and even the Markham cost £995. Squire himself went on to join Lagonda and was working for
the Brstol Aeroplane Company when killed in an air raid in 1940.
Two or possibly three more cars were
assembled from left over parts by Valfried Zethrin in 1938 and 1939. There
were plans to resume production after the
war but the lack of patterns to make the
engine made this uneconomical. After the
war Val Zethrin pursued a new project,
an updated and simplified attempt at the
Squire concept, called the Zethrin
Rennsport. The reliability and cost of the
R1 Anzani engine had always been an
issue, and post-war conditions rendered it
unthinkable. Through Benjamin Bowden
and John Allen's design company, contact was made with Donald Healey who
recommended using a souped up Riley engine, as he had employed in the Healey-Abbott· Suspension and modified frame from the Riley stable provided the back-bone for what was to be an
interesting but doomed venture. 180 bhp from the heavily modified engine was forecast, coupled to a fairly advanced body, suggesting that a 135 mph maximum speed was achievable. It
seems that this project went little further than a road-going prototype with rudimentary bodywork. Zethrin did not have the technical expertise of Adrian Squire, and failed to ensure sufficient industry interest in what seemed a flight of fancy, in an era of austerity. Lack of funds and
backers falling away put paid to the Rennsport becoming available for purchase.
A more recent attempt to revive the marque also failed.
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Inside the Industry
Paul Gilligan keeps us up to date
VW Hurting
I recently read a statement from a VW dealer on the South Coast saying their business was “back to
normal”, that new car orders had dropped by 25% “but only for four weeks”. The truth would seem
to be a bit worse.
The emissions scandal broke in mid September. Not surprisingly VW September registrations were
OK because most were sold well in advance. In October however in a market 1% down on last year
Volkswagen were 10% down, Skoda 3% down, and SEAT a whopping 32% down. In November the
market recovered to be 4% up on last year, but VW were 20% down, Skoda 11% down, and SEAT
24% down. Audi are more resilient, 2% up in October and 4% down for November.
There would still be orders sold as far back as June in these figures so as time passes and new orders
only turn into sales the true pattern will emerge. Certainly these sort of volume drops must be hurting
VW Group badly in financial terms. Of course people have short memories, but meanwhile VW face
the cost of fixing the cars (said to be $200 for software only, $800 for the engines where hardware
changes are also required). However many owners will probably not bother unless compensation is
offered, given that I’m told a car that has been “fixed” will use about 25% more fuel and offer about
25% less performance!
In addition there is the possibility of repaying owners for loss of residual value, and settling legal
claims particularly in the US where class actions have already been started.
Certainly VW will have to count the pennies more carefully in the next few years than the last, but
the costs they have to meet will be spread over several years. Motor sport expenditure will no doubt
be very much under the microscope for the moment at least.
Is Diesel Dead?
In the US for cars probably yes. In Europe probably no. Remember that diesel cars emit about 15%
less CO2 than petrol, and use about 20% less fuel. The CO2 score is vital for manufacturers who face
a fine in Europe of 95 euros per car sold for every gram of CO2 emitted over 95 from 2021 onwards.
Necessity as they say is the mother of invention. However many technologies already exist which
will make diesel cars much cleaner. All cost money, but faced with the alternatives they will probably now appear sooner rather than later. Exhaust after treatments, variable compression ratios
(achieved by an “adjustable” connecting rod would you believe), cylinder deactivation, revised injection systems and electric turbochargers will all have a part to play. Certainly the diesel engines of
2020 and beyond will be very different from those we currently see, and much cleaner.
Toyota Launch Hydrogen Car
Toyota have just launched their first hydrogen car in the UK. They’ve called it the Mirai, which
means future in Japanese. The car is about the size of a Ford Focus, uses electric power but created by
a hydrogen fuel cell. There are no emissions at all, and as opposed to an electric car no emissions created by the generation of the electricity.
There are snags of course. Most notably the cost is £66000. You can buy 4 Focuses or 1 Tesla for that
money. Currently there are only 3 hydrogen refuelling points in the UK, Heathrow, Hendon (North
London) and Swindon. The Mirai has a range of just over 300 miles, so could reach Wigton from one
of these points (just), but not get back. Good news is when you do find a suitable point filling up
takes only 3 minutes.
However there was a time when petrol stations were a rarity. And when only the rich could afford a
car. So I’ve no doubt that more hydrogen stations will soon appear, and that the cost of the technology will drop. If we’re serious about cutting emissions this one ticks all the boxes.
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Manufacturers Scramble for 2015 Scores
‘Tis the season to be merry. For manufacturers and dealers it’s the season to register a lot more
cars to hit annual targets. There are scores to achieve and scores to settle. The Audi/BMW fight
continues. BMW have been the winner for the past few months, and at the end of November
were just over 7000 registrations behind. Achievable if they register an awful lot of unsold cars
in December, which they’ve done before. Of course BM will tell you that remaining the top
selling German prestige manufacturer in the UK isn’t important to them. Not much!
Mercedes continue to catch them both up. At the end of last November Merc were 23% behind
Audi, now it’s 13%. Mercedes may not have achieved their objective of being ahead by the end
of this year, but they have made dramatic progress, and I wouldn’t bet against them coming out
on top in the next year or two.
Where Are The Bargains?
In a few words, just about everywhere. Just this week I’ve been offered a couple of £100,000
BMW for under £85000 with a 3 year interest free finance package thrown in. A Bentley deal
also caught my eye. If you buy a £156,000 Continental and take the Bentley finance plan they
will give you £20,000 towards the deposit. That’s in addition to any dealer discount you can
negotiate, so I’d guess the total saving would be about 20%.
Some of the biggest bargains remain in pre registered stock. Once these have been registered to
meet a target they have to be moved on. If they hang around they may still be zero miles, but
they cease to be regarded as “new” as time passes, and particularly when there has been another plate change. Yesterday I was offered a BMW 640 Coupe that have been pre-registered
in May, therefore a 15 plate. Top M Sport model with some nice extras, £71000 new. I’d be
happy to sell it for £47500, a whopping 33% off. Or an Audi A8 Hybrid, new £77000. You can
drive a pre-reg 15 plate away for £52500.
Of course one of the reasons dealers are keen to shift existing pre-registered stock just now is
they have to make room, physically and financially, for all the ones they will do at the end of
December to hit year end targets. Which will lead to lots of bargains in January...........
2016 Outlook
If there is one characteristic that runs through motor industry executives its optimism. It’s
never more obvious than at this time of year. Whether they’ve had a good or bad year, now is
the time they issue upbeat statements about how good the New Year is going to be for them.
Leading the pack this week has been Ford’s UK boss. While it appears that 2015 will end with
a near record of over 2.5M new car “sales”, Ford’s top man says he expects 2016 to be
“better”. His staff and dealers must have been delighted to read that and envisage the task
ahead! He certainly won’t be the only one to issue this sort of statement before or just after
Christmas. Once the targets have been written they have to be more or less achieved one way
or another. Which means lots of bargains for the canny buyer.
Last Word
This has been a successful year for most parts of the motor industry, VW excepted of course.
It’s also been, I think, a successful year for WMC. Membership is up, number of events run is
up, new competitors and even more important organisers have appeared. We’re bucking a trend
of shrinking motor clubs so we must be doing something right. Lots of work is going on to
make next year even better (that inevitable optimism again!), so I’ll close by wishing me regular reader, and all the others who skip this article but read the rest of the mag, a very happy motoring year in 2016.

Paul Gilligan
pg@gvcontracts.co.uk
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Andy’s Armchair
Andy Armstrong takes an irrelevant look at
motoring and motorsport
So we are almost there at the start of a new year and of course a new season for all forms of motorsport. Changes are afoot in F1 with arrival of the Haas team from America, which is as far as I can
work out the Ferrari B squad. You can’t help wondering how the A team will get on now they’ve lost
the wind tunnel and testing miles Haas has had at it’s disposal.
Force India will be Aston Martin, but will hopefully do better than the last time the British name appeared on the grid as it’s front engined contender was obsolete before it turned a wheel due to the
Cooper rear-engined revolution.
Lotus will become Renault so maybe will be more competitive now it’ll actually have enough money
to buy the mechanics a sandwich and a cup of tea.
Red Bull will still have Renault engines but they are possibly being badged as Tag Heuer as relations
between engine supplier and team are still far from rosy, a situation which also prevails between
McLaren and the aforementioned watch supplier who’ve decided their logo on a Renault product is a
safer bet than on a Honda one.
The Manor team is having a complete clear-out of personnel and also a change to a new and competitive Mercedes engine which you can’t help thinking will still see it dragging round at the back as it
has done for the last 5 years or so. Why anyone would want to buy it is beyond me!
We’re also having even more races, which is meant to be more economical for the teams if you believe those who run the sport, and the race at Azerbyjan is safe while the one at Monza revered along
with Spa above all others is supposedly still under threat, another idiotic situation. Maybe the racing
has been predictable of late but there’s obviously still plenty to keep an eye on looking forward.
Continuing with single seaters but the lesser formula. I wish someone would use 2016 to sort out
what is actually the correct route for an aspiring F1 driver to take. As far as I can work out in Britain
we have Formula Ford (new chassis required this year), MSA Formula and BRDC Formula 4. If you
get this far there’s the Formula Renault Euro Cup or Northern European Cup then of course the
demolition derby of European Formula 3. There are opportunities in Japan and the USA not to mention GP 2, GP 3 and Formula Renault 3.5 which is changing it’s name for next year. Oh for some
clarity, FF, F3, F2, F1 was so simple, but I suppose mixing everything up gives more people more
chances to relieve the ambitious rich of a hefty chunk of their cash.
Other areas of the sport are seeing changes a well, it’s still unsure what will happen to the participation of marques connected to the VW Group. Just think, if you take Audi, Porsche, Seat, VW and
Skoda away from saloon car racing, WEC and WRC then entries would be thin on the ground. Citroen having a year off won’t help either when it comes to rallying and world touring cars.
On the home front the British rally championship is due to make a comeback after a year out. It’ll be
most interesting to see how things develop, hopefully there’ll be enough interest to keep it viable, but
not being able to run Historics at the front in the forests isn’t going to help organisers cover their
costs. We’ll have to wait and see but it’ll be sad if it can’t be made to work.
Ends
AA
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What’s On
WMC events and other events of interest
January
14-17
17th
24th
27th
30th

Sun
Sun
Wed
Sat

DAC
WMC
WMC
WMC

Autosport Show at the NEC
Jack Frost Rally at Croft
Winter Autotest
HANS Night at Stoneybeck
Annual Awards Night

February
10th
26-28

W

WMC

Film Night & Quiz
Race Retro at Stoneleigh

Sat
Sat
Sun

WMC
Trio
WMC

White Heather Historic Rally
Malcolm Wilson Rally
Novice & Juniors Autotest

March
5th
12th
13th

Visit the website for all the latest news
Catch up on Face Book
Please only phone club officials between 19.00 and 21.00 in the evening.
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